
•  The first celebration of Earth Day was on April 22, 1970, where 20 million U.S.     •  The first celebration of Earth Day was on April 22, 1970, where 20 million U.S.     
   citizens took to the streets to celebrate.    citizens took to the streets to celebrate.     
      That makes this year the 50th anniversary!That makes this year the 50th anniversary!
•  In 2009, NASA planted a historic “Moon Tree” to celebrate Earth Day.•  In 2009, NASA planted a historic “Moon Tree” to celebrate Earth Day.

•  Each year the Earth Day theme changes, this year it’s “Climate Action.”•  Each year the Earth Day theme changes, this year it’s “Climate Action.”

•  Recycling saves 3-5x the energy that waste incinerator power plants generate.•  Recycling saves 3-5x the energy that waste incinerator power plants generate.

•  The number of garbage trucks Americans fill each year would stretch halfway  •  The number of garbage trucks Americans fill each year would stretch halfway  
 to the moon. to the moon.

•  Toilet paper tubes, made from cardboard, take two months to decompose in a •  Toilet paper tubes, made from cardboard, take two months to decompose in a 
landfill. A plastic bottle sticks around for way longer—it can take over 450 years to landfill. A plastic bottle sticks around for way longer—it can take over 450 years to 

break down!break down!

First, let’s check-in...how are you feeling?First, let’s check-in...how are you feeling?

Answer these questions...Answer these questions...

“Check-In Circle”   “Check-In Circle”   
How each of us feels is unique and important. “Check-In” is a time for you to have your voice heard and to let your 
feelings out.  And that can feel great!  Go around the “circle” and answer the questions below.  The person who 
starts gets to choose the direction that you go around the circle.  Maybe draw a name from a hat to choose? 
Be creative in how you decide who starts!  If there are only 2 of you - take turns.  
  
Remember: Let each person have their time without talking over them.  You don’t have to compete or compare 
yourself with each other’s stories.  You will have your time to share.  Let everyone have their moment.  Listen 
to each other. Learning about each other is how we build community.      

How are you feeling (emotionally) today?   How are you feeling (emotionally) today?   
(need help with that - we’ve got a chart of emotions you can choose from)               
How can you help someone today? How can you help someone today? 
What is one thing you can do to help the EARTH?What is one thing you can do to help the EARTH?

DAY 3!
DAY 3!

TODAY’S THEME:  EARTH DAY!
Maliea’s Earth DayTrivia!Maliea’s Earth DayTrivia!



art
“Painted Earth Rocks”“Painted Earth Rocks”
Materials:
Found rock
Acrylic blue and yellow paint
Paintbrush

•  Go outside and find a rock, any shape rock can do the trick.  
   I went with an ovoid, a heart shaped, and a good flat skipping stone 
•  Mix blue and yellow paint to make your very own unique green 
•  Observe a globe or map of the planet Earth and note the shapes of 
   the continents within the oceans
•  Paint some green shapes to emulate the land masses on your rock
•  Let that dry a little while
•  Using your blue paint the oceans on your rock Earth

“Recycled Mosaic Earth Art”“Recycled Mosaic Earth Art”
Materials:
Old magazines, flyers, newspapers, colorful paper scraps
Glue (stick or Elmer’s)
Scissors
Medium sized piece of cardboard from the recycling bin (inside of a cereal or 
granola bar box)

•  Search through old magazines and colorful paper materials from your recycling         
   bin… tear out all the shades of blue and green you can find 
•  Sort into a blue pile and a green pile.  
•  Now tear into smaller pieces, apx 1”x1”, the pieces don’t have to be perfectly    
   square though :)
•  Cut a circle out of a piece of cardboard from your recycling bin, trace a plate  
   with a marker if you like - or something else you can find that is circular
•  Observe a world map or globe, taking note of the shapes of the continents
•  Glue onto your Earth circle your torn green papers to emulate the land masses
•  Glue on your blue papers to represent the oceans

    

“Even in the dark soil, a seed is becoming something beautiful.”  

Bring your Earth rock outside and leave it in a place where your 
family and neighbors can see it and be reminded to celebrate Earth Day!

Hang or display yours in a 
window or your room!

Sarah’s awesome art!Sarah’s awesome art!



theater
Susan’s Earth Day Scavenger Hunt! Susan’s Earth Day Scavenger Hunt!  

Theater is all about OBSERVATION and BEING AWARE of the things around us.  
To celebrate Earth Day Susan spent some time enjoying what was outside around her house in Portland.   

How many of these items you can find where you live?  Check them off when you find one! 

Jen’s Joke of the day!How can you tell How can you tell 
  the ocean is friendly?  the ocean is friendly?

(go to the cooking page for the answer)  

yellow 
flower

bird singing 

Can you spot 2 or 3 different 
birds? Susan heard some 
singing, but they move too 

quick to get a picture!  

deciduous 
tree 

Deciduous trees change color and 
lose their leaves every year.

tree with 
brown bark

pinecone

rocks 
 

Can you find 2 differently 
colored rocks?  

Maybe one covered in moss?

squirrel
They move fast!

water  
What kinds of water do 

you see? A stream, a pond, 
the ocean, or a puddle?

budding tree 
Can you find a bud 

that is turning into a leaf? 

evergreen 
tree 

Evergreens stay green all year long.

purple
flower

white 
flower

cat  

This is Susan’s cat!

acorn
You might find your squirrel 

with one of these!

tree with 
white bark

BONUS!  
What else can you find in nature

 that Susan didn’t find? 

__________________



cooking

Jen’s Joke Answer:
 IT WAVES!

(and eat)

v

We love to cook at ACOG!  

In honor of Earth Day we wanted to share some In honor of Earth Day we wanted to share some 
of our favorite green recipes!   of our favorite green recipes!   

CUCUMBERS! CUCUMBERS!  We love them as a Salad or a Sandwich or Deviled!   We love them as a Salad or a Sandwich or Deviled!  

Cucumber Salad: Cucumber Salad: 
1 large cucumber (peeled if desired)  •  ½ teaspoon salt  •  Pepper to taste
½ cup sour cream  •  1 teaspoon sugar  •  2 ¼ teaspoons lemon juice (or more to taste)
1 tablespoon chopped dill leaves
 
•  Thinly slice the cucumbers and sprinkle with salt  
•  Let stand for a few minutes while the water releases - you can also lightly press the excess water from them.
•  Arrange them on a platter or in a shallow bowl and sprinkle slices with pepper
•  Mix the sour cream, sugar, and lemon juice to make the dressing
•  Spread the dressing over the cucumber slices. 
•  Generously sprinkle the dill over the salad and chill well before serving.

Cucumber Sandwich:Cucumber Sandwich:
We try and find this delicious little cocktail rye bread but it’s often hard to find - so substitute any bread 
you like cut into a square (or shape of your choosing).  Put a layer of cream cheese on the bread - 
salt and pepper (garlic if you’d like or other spice) and then a slice of cucumber on top.  
We’ve served these at tons of events!  They are a great treat and so easy for kids to make.    
 
Deviled Cucumbers:Deviled Cucumbers:
Mix your deviled egg filling as you like it but try putting it inside a cucumber!  
It’s a fun and refreshing treat!   
Traditional deviled egg filling is made with Eggs, Mayo, Mustard, Salt/Pepper - 
but do whatever you want!  There are so many variations of deviled egg recipes online!  
 

BONUS!   BONUS!   
Mia’s Avocado Smoothie Mia’s Avocado Smoothie 

Avocados
Ice

Coconut milk
Honey

Vanilla extract
(honey is for sweetening but if you don’t have 

any you can add a little sugar instead)
 

Blend all ingredients together - 
SO EASY!!  and SOOOOOO Delicious!!

For (what we didn’t know was) our final session of ACOG before we had to close to 
keep everyone safe - we had just kicked off a cooking project / challenge!  Girls were 
put in teams and then given a set of cookbooks to choose recipes to make a meal for 
the group. Our first team up of Zola, Kate and Ceiba knocked it out of the park with a 
Mediterranean salad and homemade pesto gnocchi.  Everything was so dellicious and 
they worked so hard!!  We were so proud of them! And the voting was high in all areas  
(Presentation, Leadership & Effort).  

We’d love to share their recipes with you - but they are locked up in our office, so we 
will do that when we can safely get them!   


